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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0385077A2] Device for spraying a cosmetic fluid, medicinal fluid or the like from a container (1) with actuation of a pump (3) which is
mounted in a container opening (2) and comprises a discharge pipe (6) which is mounted in the pump body (4) so as to be capable of moving
axially into the pump body (4) counter to the effect of an elastic element (5). At the free or outer end of the discharge pipe (6), a spraying cap (7) is
mounted in such a way that the fluid channel (8) of the discharge pipe (6) leads into a discharge channel (9) extending approximately transversely
with respect to said pipe and constructed within the spraying cap (7), at the free end of which channel a spraying nozzle (10) is arranged. In order to
avoid a lateral loading of the discharge pipe (6) when the pump (3) is actuated, the spraying cap (7) is securely mounted on the container (1). Said
cap comprises a swivellably mounted actuation element (11) which is connected to the discharge channel (9) in such a way that when the actuation
element (11) is actuated the discharge pipe (6) can be moved (arrow 31) into the pump body (4) while correspondingly carrying the discharge
channel (9) with it. <IMAGE>
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